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Edubit Evidence Portfolio Exemplar 
This is an example of the kind of content that might go into your Edubit 
portfolio of evidence. Thanks to four participants in our pilot testing of this 
process, we have put together a fictitional portfolio that is no one person’s 
real mahi. It’s a composite example of the kind of things you might include in 
response to the Facilitating Community-Led Development Edubit requirements 
outlined on https://edubits.nz/see-edubits/inspiring-communities/ .  

It therefore has four people’s shared wisdom in it not just one person’s! 

 

 Mā whero, mā pango ka oti te mahi  

  

Please remember that your mahi and reflections will be different!!  

This is not a tick box exercise nor a template to be copied. You need to answer all the 
same questions, but present what is real for you and relevant for your context. So 
please use this to inspire your unique portfolio not to constrain your creativity. Please 
also note that this is longer than the recommended word count – so briefer is to be 
encouraged too! Yours will likely be simpler too, given you are just one human being, 
whereas this exemplar pools wisdom from four! Go for it - in your own unique way.  

 

 

 

Brief description of your current role in CLD (50 words max) 

I have a part time paid role (15 hours/week) as local Community Activator in a low-income suburb in the 
Wellington region.  My role is to support local strengths, connections and initiatives that start to make a 
difference around big challenges like poverty, racism, social isolation in our community. 

Brief explanation of how long you have been involved in the facilitation of groups and in 
CLD and the roles you have played (100 words max) 

I got involved as a resident helping set up our local community garden three years ago. Last year we got funding 
to pay me to weave wider community connections with residents in our area, with Council, local marae, NGOs 
and businesses. I have previously facilitated groups through my involvement in playcentre, my local marae and 
whānau meetings – and more recently with the community garden. I have had other paid and voluntary work 
roles as team leader, chairing meetings and just as a group member where I try to find ways to get everyone’s 
voice heard and find a practical way forward. (You could attach a CV with more detail if you wish but this is not 
essential)  

 

https://edubits.nz/see-edubits/inspiring-communities/
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Task One: Apply Community-Led Development principles and understanding of group 
process to plan community processes/hui/meetings/workshops for a diverse range of 
people, groups and sectors 

Provide a case study of one CLD group/initiative that you have facilitated 

A brief and concise description of your work in preparing to facilitate the initiative, by getting to know 
the group/community/initiative (max 200 words) 

• How you learned about and got involved in the group/community/initiative 

• What you and those involved hoped to achieve 

• Your role in relation to others 

• Particular strengths, challenges, characteristics of the group/community/CLD intiative 

• Their history/stage of development as a group/community/CLD intiative 

• Who you are ideally aiming to involve and why 

I got involved in this community firstly as a new resident, looking to meet new people. I heard about the 
community garden at a hui at my daughter’s school, which is decile three, really multi-cultural and community 
minded.  Over kai we had shared our moemoea/dreams for this community and the garden was one practical 
idea that got moving. Then last year with Covid challenges, I offered to help when the school, NGOs, churches, 
marae came together to get food and other support out to those facing real challenges with job losses, housing 
needs. We learned more about local needs and grew our sense of trust and possibility for working more closely 
together.  

There’s energy now for new conversations about our shared vision and specific project initiatives this 
community can lead. We are working out ways to keep weaving connections and contributions e.g. monthly 
core group meetings, social media, fun community hui/events. I am particularly keen to make sure we reach out 
and involve those who are hurting the most (Māori, Pasifika, new migrants, newly unemployed, especially 
women) in shaping the action (not just to those who will turn up to hui) so we don’t assume we know best what 
the solutions are. We have some successes already that give us hope in what we can change. We just have to 
make sure we are not just looking to services/professionals to “fix” things for us – and my role is to activate that 
community-led energy.  

1.2. A detailed explanation of how you applied CLD principles and your understanding of group 
processes to plan or prepare for your facilitation approach. (500 words)  

• How you engaged with the people you wanted to come to the hui/meeting/workshop or get 
involved with the CLD initiative. 

• How you welcomed/engaged with people in an inclusive, culturally appropriate manner. 

• How you helped build trust, hope, respectful relationships and clarity around shared 
values/vision. 

• The group processes or creative activities you designed to encourage participation, positive 
energy and to support your intended outcomes. 

• How you set out to support effective engagement and help build consensus on decision making 
and action taking processes. 

• How you worked to help participants take collective and individual ownership and encourage 
leadership from individuals. 

• What you put in place to gather honest feedback on how things were going to ‘learn from doing’. 

• How your own strengths, skills, biases, and vulnerabilities influenced your particular approach. 

We had a core collaboration team that had formed during Covid 19.  So we already had some established 
relationships and trust, but not any particular focus after the major lockdowns. So my focus was on reconvening 
this core group, opening up it up more widely and refreshing our kaupapa, keeping in mind key values in my 
practice around:   

• The role and place of Mana Whenua as Kaitiaki 
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• Whanaungatanga (a relationship through shared experiences and working together which provides 
people with a sense of belonging)  

• Manaakitanga (hospitality, kindness, generosity, support, the process of showing respect, generosity 
and care for others)  

• Kotahitanga (unity, togetherness, solidarity, collective action)  

• He tangata (it is the people, it is the people, it is the people)  

• Whakapono/ Tika: being truthful and true to your words 

So in practice that means I am focused on 

• The removal of barriers that would prevent participation – free, low cost, koha, preferably kanohi ki te 
kanohi: face-to-face and meaningful interactions 

• Care for Kaumatua – older citizens, their stories and histories are integrated and celebrated 

• Centrality of children – children as educators of the community 

• Holistic experiences that could engage any or all of art, science, music, learning, creativity 

• Celebrating and supporting local groups and initiatives, local businesses  

• Engaging agencies that can help our kaupapa 

• Building connections between NGO stakeholders and community groups  

So I had lots of conversation with those who had been involved during our Covid response – agencies, people 
who received help, residents keen to do more. I listened to what would make a good ‘bumping place/space’ for 
coming together and together we shaped particular kawa for gathering that felt inclusive, fun and reflective of 
our values. Now we are trying to put these into  action. For example, we embrace karakia, manaakitanga, kai as 
part of all our gatherings and have open access to a collaborative document where minutes and notes are held, 
action points collated and agendas are formed.  The documentation and planning is therefore shared. My role 
as overall process facilitator is to make this process participatory and accessible – but also coherent and useful. 

The group is cross cultural, predominantly women, the age range is 25 – 60 years.  The group numbers on 
average 10, but some of our gatherings are bigger. We usually meet fortnightly at a room at the school.  The 
group has a number of ‘ideas people’, ‘creatives’ and ‘practical doers’. This requires a gentle facilitative 
direction to make sure that while we harness the creative energy, the whole group does not become 
overwhelmed by too many new ideas, and gets traction on some practical actions. The group finds resources 
from the organisations and networks involved but is constrained by budget, funding availability and volunteer 
power. 

Our community engagement is activated through both a growing shared vision and through the relationships 
and connections at each hui, and an action plan which is also not fixed, but an anchor to support practical 
outcomes. We don’t just rely on who comes to the hui. For example, our guiding value ‘centrality of children’ 
has seen us involve school children in a co-design process around how to make the new school lunch scheme 
more effective. This has been a more successful approach than inviting school age children into the hui meeting 
process itself. We keep asking who is missing/needs to be involved and reach out in different ways to engage 
new voices.  

The following table documents a collation of facilitation skills – processes – I have used over the course of a 
number of meetings of our group over the last six months: 

5.30pm Manaakitanga 

Karakia Kai 

Food, sharing and settling in 

Collaborate on the agenda – participants are asked to share 
their pressing talking points 

Manaakitanga and building relationships 

Food laid out on a 
separate table 

Hot and cold drinks 
provided 

Participants 
individually 
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 welcomed and 
served 

5.40pm Karakia Timatanga 

Opening karakia including explanation of why we hold the 
space in this way. 

Or  

A participant might share their own karakia/poem/ thought 

Defining and containing the beginning – cultural safety 

Chairs set around 
large folding tables 

Pens, large paper 
available – print 
outs of the updated 
action plan 
available for 
everyone 

5.45pm Whakawhanaukatanga 

Ko wai au?  Who am I?  Who are my people? Why do I care 
about our community and this kaupapa? 

Or 

Check –in – round. Examples of questions -  What we are 
most excited about? Where and what have we have come 
from today?  What is on our minds? 

Establishing connections and trust 

 

6pm Revisiting Our Emerging Vision for this community   

What do we want this community to feel like? 

What else and who else needs to be part of this vision? 

What do we want children to remember about growing up in 
this community?  

Whole group discussion captured on large paper 

Establishing shared ownership of vision 

 

 Or  

 Pod Dialogue 

Break into ‘pods’ to have dialogue around specific aspects 
that need development  

Small group work with ‘champions’ 

What are we passionate about? 

What do we want to create?   

Who needs to be involved?  

How will we do it?  

What resources do we need? 

Allowing all voices to be heard, action to move forward, 
support resources to be found 

Break out spaces 
utilised 

 Or  

 Meeting Actions 

Checking in on the Action Plan – whole group 

What is new? 
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What does everyone need to know? 

What advice, discussion or support do you need? 

A group round that moves the process forward and meets 
the needs of the “doers” and action people in the room 

6.50 pm Check- out and summary  

Capturing and harnessing the main points 

What more needs to be said? 

Confirming next meeting time 

Summary allows for sense of closure and achievement 

 

7 pm  Karakia Whakamutunga 

Closing karakia 

Containing the end of the meeting – cultural safety 

 

 Feedback process  

Feedback consists of an online form that has some 
anonymity and includes impressions and open questions. 

For the feedback session/debrief I use a strengths based 
approach: 

Highlights? 

What worked well with the process? 

What could make the process work better for us? 

This session is again organised as a celebration with food, 
drinks and relationship building! 

 

 Strengths mapped to outcomes  

The invitation to all group participants is to follow their 
energy and passion – and to champion a particular aspect of 
the mahi/work – even when some skill development or 
capability is needed.   

How then do we best meet the skills and capability required? 

Pairing people with mentors – working in partnership – 
learning by doing!   

It might not be perfect – but it will be community! 

 

 Sharing of agenda – a collaborative process 

The agenda is written on large paper at the beginning of 
each meeting – this agenda is collaborative – it draws upon 
what pressing needs and issues people have brought with 
them and harnesses the new content that has been 
developed in the collaborative online action plan between 
meetings. 

 

 

Supporting documents provided of your planning: Facebook post of hui invite (date); photos of school co-
design activity in action; photo of agenda developed at our hui on (date) 
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Task 2: Apply an adaptive approach to facilitate processes/hui/meetings/workshops to 
support constructive group interaction, participation and outcomes in a diverse range of 
the community-led development contexts. 

2.1. Provide a detailed explanation of how you adapted your approach to respond to what actually 
happened in the process, hui, meeting or workshop compared to what you might have planned 
beforehand. (Maximum of 500 words). 

• How you worked with others to develop the best approach to bring people together. Did you 
need to make any changes along the way? 

• How you dealt with and/or planned for a different number of people engaging than you 
expected. 

• How you helped people work through conflict and/or diverse opinions and ideas. 

• How you noticed emerging talent and silent/missing voices, working to encourage involvement. 

• How you adapted and demonstrated flexibility in order to complete what mattered most within 
constraints (e.g. the time available, the energy of participants). 

• How you supported the exploration of creative ideas and opportunities emerging from 
participants. 

• How you helped the group work through fears, failure or barriers. 

• How you helped a challenging meeting end positively. 

• How you followed up on what happened in any formal gathering to help make things happen. 

• How you brokered new connections to help further the group/community’s kaupapa. 

• What you paid attention to around your own self-awareness, relationships and the kaupapa. 

Over the last few months, the community has gradually grown in its ability to support a variety of CLD initiatives 
– for example, the community garden now has a pataka kai running alongside, led by local people actively 
redistributing surplus fresh produce, supermarket goods and leftover school lunches; we are helping people 
with skills and tools to get their own backyard gardens in place; and more people are getting confident to 
facilitate our small group pods and full group meetings. We are all learning to persevere and how to listen 
respectfully and work our way through conflicts when people bring different ideas about how things should be 
done. 

Our group processes outlined above have worked well – especially because we debrief and continue to adapt. 
We aim to hold our hui at times that suit participants, but no timing is perfect – early evening is not easy for 
parents. When we notice whose voices are missing, we go out in other ways to connect. For example, I had a 
cuppa with the kuia down the road to try to understand the difficulties surrounding the hapū and community 
debate during our last debrief. She said:  

“In an environment like ours, you have hapū and you have hapū. See one is community and one is the locals, but 
not all of the locals are part of that tribe. So we have had to come back and try and refocus it and say, ‘No, we 
are ALL community.’ That is what this is all for, the community and hapū both benefit.” 

Community members involved in CLD are first and foremost volunteers who wish to contribute positively to the 
community they live in.  They don’t want a talk feast, so our process of agenda setting together helps us adapt 
to what’s alive for those attending. That’s not simple because new people turn up who need to be brought on 
board and feel included, and others want to move forward faster and feel like we are going over old ground.  

I see my role in facilitation is helping structure conversations which may involve many different world views, 
opinions and needs. Framing a clear purpose for a gathering, taking time for building relationships and for 
people to get comfortable with each other all help a culturally safe environment. That’s a necessary foundation 
before getting into indepth conversations. I find I have to bring people back to our meeting purpose when we 
go off track, and that’s respected if we have all agreed our kaupapa and written it up on some paper. With the 
different cultures, backgrounds, experience in our group there are power imbalances. So breaking up into pods 
can help introverts or those less confident to contribute and then get their ideas incorporated into the larger 
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conversation. Pods can also help meet different needs – e.g. a small group of ‘doers’ getting on with the action, 
and a small group of ‘ideas’ people sharing creative possibilities.  

One of the important values for me is supporting the community to come up with their own solutions and 
directions. I help record and summarise as we go, ask questions to clarify where we have agreement (or not).  I 
am slowly helping others more confident to do this too by asking the group to sum up rather than just me doing 
so. I’m also mentoring a few others to get more confident taking turns at facilitating our meetings, while 
supporting from behind. We try to make sure we are clear what actions have been agreed, who is responsible 
for them and when before we leave. We write this up on a big sheet of paper, take a photo, so everyone has an 
easy record. 

I find getting to know people outside of our meetings greatly helps people to feel comfortable and appreciated. 
I get useful feedback about how they feel things are going and I can engage with them better during meetings 
with relevant questions or comments, knowing where they are coming from. For example, it’s taken time to get 
the Council person on board, but they are now contributing much less defensively and understanding how they 
can help reduce institutional barriers and get the Council actually helping with some structural work for our 
garden and pataka.   

Personally I rerun each meeting in my head and reflect on key moments thinking of how I could better handle 
those situations.  If struggling I will discuss these moments with others in the team to get their ideas and 
strategies. This I feel helps others not see me as the expert but someone who is always learning too – and finds 
value in reflection.  

Supporting documents providing evidence of what actually happened at or as a result of your facilitation 
work: See photo of our action points/minutes/debrief from our last hui; Facebook post of same and some 
further feedback on that post about what people enjoyed the meeting process and actions arising.  

Task 3: Supporting evidence from your peer/mentor/supervisor and from a participant. 

See attached attestations – I got more than two because it was hard to decide who to choose!  I asked three 
members of our core group and the person I consider my mentor. I go to my mentor to help unpack issues I find 
challenging. She also works with me sometimes to help facilitate community gatherings, so has seen my 
facilitation skills in action too.  

Task 4: Critically reflect on your facilitation practice in a diverse range of community-led 
development contexts to enhance your own facilitation practice. (max 1000 words) 

4.1 Critically reflect on your facilitation approach in a diverse CLD contexts, in the light of the evidence 
you have gathered and incorporating your understanding of CLD principles and effective group 
processes. 

• You will need to provide evidence of critical reflection as follows in order to meet the 
requirements of this task: 

• Your reflections on the attestation feedback you received. What insights did these offer? How did 
you find asking for/receiving feedback? 

• Your reflections on your particular case study. What worked well? What was challenging? 
Consider your overall learnings and what you would do/do differently next time. 

• Compare and contrast this case study context with other CLD contexts you have worked in. What 
was similar or different in your approach and why. 

• In the light of the above reflections, feedback and any learning resources (e.g. articles about CLD 
or facilitation practice) you have drawn on, consider your CLD facilitation practice. What are your 
strengths and areas for improvement? 

It was great to get some feedback, and to have an excuse to ask for it in quite a structured, specific way – not 
just general warm fuzzies. It has opened up a whole conversation in our group about how we can grow our 
collective ability for offering feedback and receiving it as part of our ‘learn by doing’ culture. We talked about 
our “luggage” around fear of failure, being shamed and blamed when things go wrong or people disagree – and 
how we can keep building a safe, positive learning vibe.  
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It was clear from the feedback that some are looking for more focus on the outcome - “making a community 
event happen” – and find our time spent on “relationships and participatory discussion” hard! I have wondered 
if I am too responsive – more than willing to take a process in a different direction if that is what is indicated by 
the group. It’s a tension between task and process that can be generative. It is important to respond to group 
energy and passion – and it may be that these shifts in energy and conversation became the core work for the 
group to achieve.   

Letting go of fixed ideas of what is to be created by a process gives potential to new possibilities, yet it can also 
get confusing. I have noticed feeling lost or confused by where the discussion or focus of dialogue has gone 
sometimes.  If I am feeling confused as facilitator then this will be amplified for others in the room. One of the 
tools I will use more in future is “free parking”. Free parking is a tool that validates tangents and ideas but 
allows us to “park” them up – so they are documented – not lost – but we can move back to the core 
conversation. And I will keep open to adapting agendas – and responsive to issues that arise – especially when 
they have emotional weight – it’s key to developing a group platform of responsibility and trust.   

I have found it liberating to think about tension as generative, healthy, however the impact of conflict on the 
wider group can often hinder energy.  In the hui discussed above, I used “pods” to harness conflicting ideas and 
ways of working.  Whole group discussions did not always serve harmonious relationships – however working in 
pods allowed everyone’s ideas to be important and action to take place. Feedback affirmed this as a really 
useful practice, but it isn’t a cure all. Once someone suggested an illegal behaviour as a norm in a group 
discussion. I wanted a generative discussion of ideas to ensure that nothing was off the table. I held back from 
challenging this comment, stayed open and accepting of all options and the conversation flowed freely.  We did 
not end up with further ‘wild’ ideas or a derailing of the brainstorm, and it was a good reminder to trust and 
support the wisdom of the group to move through to sound choices and decisions.   

Posing questions and offering opportunities to share experiences and knowledge has supported people to 
discover their own solutions and made space for new possibilities. Attestations affirmed they found it 
empowering to be encouraged to give voice to their expertise and the mentoring opportunities offered. They 
described it as being part of a discovery of their strengths/expertise.  The stress on navigating this discovery is 
time!  This is an ongoing tension in facilitation work for me – between time and task. 

Some of my practice must do basics for future are: DO: use open-ended questions, ask for specifics and 
examples, paraphrase, summarize, acknowledge contributions, redirect questions to group, be creative, take 
some risks by posing provocative questions. My key DON'Ts are: don’t refute people's ideas, put people on the 
spot, downplay thoughts, feelings, force people to speak. Other keys to managing group dynamics I find are: 
know the group, keep the group on track, don't avoid topics that come up, reflect responsibility back on group, 
be prepared for disagreements and encourage discussion of challenging issues. Remembering these will serve 
me well in all sorts of situations. 

Having fun – why have a meeting when you can have a party!  This is a CLD philosophy that I live by and always 
try to build the fun and opportunity to whakawhanaukatanga into processes.  Laughter connects and energises 
a group to overcome the rough edges, a shared laugh connects those involved. It is possible that this approach 
could be viewed as irreverent – or as not real work – so there is a need to find a balance.  

Planning – building collaborative processes requires an investment of time and preparation. I am successful at 
scaffolding these building blocks with plenty of time for participants.  However, my own planning and 
preparation is often squeezed into the last minute.  This often leaves me with a heightened sense of adrenaline 
on presentation of a process.  I like this adrenaline – probably shouldn’t, but maybe it’s a positive catalyst! 

During – bringing more attention to my internal responses is an ongoing challenge. I know that sound group 
facilitation is a constant interplay between holding that self- awareness of what is going on for me, a deep 
awareness of what’s happening in the group dynamics and a deep commitment to the group fulfilling its 
purpose. I understand this need to consciously notice my own emotional responses, however I do not always 
bring attention to this – especially when time stressed and the task outcomes needed feel pressing.  

A second significant learning strand is to form more conscious boundaries of responsibility – when operating 
from a platform of manaakitanga and in cross-cultural settings - responsibility for participants experiences of 
safety and wellbeing is assumed.  This can at times feel overwhelming – when held just by me or when a group 
is struggling.  I am keen to develop more strategies to share this responsibility in a group and to hold this 
responsibility in a more sustainable way in future. 
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Another key learning for me is around time and pacing. I am really focused on enabling everyone to discuss their 
personal reflections and ideas and often use prompting questions to unpack those more. I think I still need to 
get more relaxed with silence though, and opening space for other’s perspectives or comments more. I am so 
conscious of time, it’s not always easy to keep the pace with a sense of spaciousness for people to really 
understand each other.  

Outside actual gathering I am keen to keep building collaborative processes where participants have the 
opportunity to take leadership roles e.g. collaborate on the agenda, share in the notetaking and this influences 
the level of responsibility participants take of themselves within the meeting.  Ownership of the process then 
belongs to everyone – and tensions and differences can be navigated. Building a wraparound approach is a 
strength of my CLD facilitation skill set – learning and navigating new technologies that support this 
participatory process is a focus for my future learning. 

I work to my strengths, for example in the Clifton Strengths Finder my top five signature themes are – 
adaptability, harmony, learner, maximizer and responsibility.  When you are working with community-led 
development you need to be adaptable. You also have to want to be a learner as there are so many 
participants, personalities etc that you need to draw on many different skills for the group and your own 
learning. People need to be able to trust you and therefore you need to be responsible for your actions and do 
what you say you will do.  Be honest and maximise something good into something great.  I also don’t like 
conflict (even though I know it can be generative!) I seek areas of agreement striving for consensus.  I’ve 
practiced this when facilitating other meetings so that everyone can go home feeling happy with the decisions 
that have been made. 

Community-led development aims to shift the power from service providers to communities. Helping 
communities to be the driver of the change they want to see in their communities. As a facilitator, it is 
important to understand the principles of CLD and adapt to suit the community I work with.  Communities 
already have their diverse cultural ways of doing things. As a CLD facilitator, I recognize that and have to 
constantly consider my cultural practice. There is not one approach, you have know your community and grow 
with your community. Learning has to be fun! I always reinforce the CLD principles and weave them into the 
conversation – sometimes it will drive you crazy but it keeps you on track, especially in our debriefs.  

Working in this community observing what is working, and what is not and how I can respectfully contribute 
from the side with my facilitating awareness is so important.  There are times when I am “the” facilitator with 
the power to choose the creative tools, questions and processes that will support the group and plenty other 
times when I am just gently suggesting simple steps for group dynamics to be more inclusive or asking a 
powerful question that helps a group move forward.   

4.2. Provide a simple plan outlining specific actions you intend to take that will support your ongoing 
reflective practice as a CLD facilitator. Include who you will ask to support you in implementing this plan. 

There is always more to learn and understand about the diverse cultural backgrounds of the people in this 
community. Understanding the cultural ‘do’s’ and “don’t’ is an important, ongoing learning curve for me.  The 
settlement histories and experiences vary enormously – for mana whenua, new migrants and refugee 
background residents, longer term residents and this shapes perspectives on the issues we are working on. I am 
a fairly new settler in this area, and so my CLD work is supporting my settlement too – and my learning about 
this community.   

I am reaching out to two local women for more ongoing cultural mentoring around my practice. On the other 
hand, I am seeking more collaborative and co-facilitating opportunities, to explore future skill 
development/skills exchange through partnership. Both these learning opportunities are structured into specific 
activities I have in my calendar over the next three months, so that they are not just a pipe dream!  

 

 

 

 

 
 https://www.facebook.com/InspiringCommunitiesNZ/ 
 https://nz.linkedin.com/company/inspiring-communities 

https://edubits.nz/edubits/inspiring-
communities 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/44422399
0238006 Facilitating Community-Led 
Development Edubit Closed Facebook group 


